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Math War is an exciting way for children to learn their multiplication table while having fun. Players

take turns laying down cards and giving the answer to the problem on their card.Perfect for home or

school.Ages 8 and up.
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Can multiplication really be fun for kids? Of course it can. If you don't believe this, or even if you do,

you should do your children a favor and spend two dollars on these cards.In the span of only a

couple hours kids can learn the multiplication basics while having a little competitive fun at the same

time. I took off one star because the multiplication only went up to 9 x 9, whereas the multiplication

tables in schools go to 12 x 12. This is otherwise a very small complaint on a great product at an

amazing price.A quick word about the cards: they are the thickness of a traditional playing card,

have approximately the same width, and are probably an inch or so longer. I mention this only

because I did not see it in a product description or review.If you have found this review helpful,

please leave feedback or a comment. Thank you!(This review was completed using Dragon speech

software without edits.)



This is a GREAT twist on flash cards. The amount of games you can play is only limited to the

imagination and you are part of the fun with your child.One game we play is whoever answers it first

gets to keep the card but adults have to look away for 1/2 a second.We also play kid versus

grandparents over video messaging. Due to the lag in the video, the grandparents generally get

crushed but are good sports about it.The box has lots of great games as well.Fun with a purpose!

I play these with my 7 year old who is preparing to enter the 3rd grade. It's a simple game, these are

basically like math flashcards without the answer on the back. Here's how we play it: I initially picked

out the lower-numbered cards and worked up to the harder ones. I deal us both 9 cards and then

we count and flip them over. He has to calculate the problems on both cards and figure out who

"wins." My son is autistic, and I'm using this to teach him multiplication rather than rote memorize.

This was a wonderful instrument in helping my grandaughter study her multiplication table while

playing a game at the same time. Thank You. I do reccommend this game very much. The cards

are nice size for whatever size hands your children have. Big numbers and cute fish on them.

Makes it pleasant to learn.And the price is perfect!! This product arrived on time as they said they

would !!!

I don't recommend. Muliplication flash cards really need to be 0 -12 tables. And the answers need to

be directly on the reverse side for easy quizzing. We ended up purchasing another brand with all

tables and two adjustable rings to reshuffle and keep together for travel.

This is a fun game. Students learn as they play. It is beneficial for them to learn their multiplication

facts in order to move through the game quickly so they are self motivated to memorize their

multiplication tables. Works well as a station during small group time. Also would be good at home if

student has someone to play it with.

How many cards did you end up with? I got 21! Well, I got 23! Awwwww, let me play again

please!!!So goes my conversations with my 3rd graders when we play multiplication wars. Everyone

wants to beat the other players, we usually play four at a time, and then they keep track of how

many cards they each get. We play each week and the goal is to be able to go through the deck the

quickest, some do very well, better each week. Lots of learning, lots of fun.



Great game to use to get my son to practice his multiplication. He loves playing regular war so this

is perfect!
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